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artemis сomponents manual

Both models of the artemis Cine HD / Cine series are teсhniсal identiсa].
Тhe different сirсuit of the models сreates the fo|Iowing versions:

Cine / HD:
12 VDc l24vDс сamera power supply, analog video. RGB HD
video signa| proсessing.
Cine:
12 VDc I 24vDc сamera power suppIy . analog video signal proсessing.

Docking Ring

Camerа/Monitor Battery

lntro

2

"C'' Battery Braсket
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Overview

The artemis side to side module inсludes foIlowing funсtions:
Mounting of the сamera plate, free positioning of the сamera mounting platform,
inputs and outputs, interna| tally eleсtroniсs and the post interfaсe.

Camera
Mounting
PIаtform

Plate Clamp

Quiсk Loсk Lever

Safety Latсh

Doсking Ring

Foсus Braсket Mount

Focus Braсket Mount

Camera
Power Out

ForAnd Aft
Knurled Knob

12 Volt Aux Power Out
Tally Redlight Out

Foсus Power out
Тally Sensor In

4
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artemis сomponents manual Side Тo Side

lnputs and Outputs

12Vl24V Cаmera Power out
Тhese sockets aIways supp|y 12 vdс сamera power.
After se|eсting 24Yo|| these soсkets provide eхtra 24vсd сamerа power.
Тhese soсkets сan power aссessories (сamera on board |ight,....) with max. 3 Amps / 25 Watts.
ln 12 Vo|t mode, these soсkets are powered by the Camera.Battery, in 24 VoIt mode by the
Camera-Batt and the MoilCam-Battery.

Foсus Power out / Tally Signal ln
These soсkets provide two funоtions:

Focus Power Out:
Suppy|ing various remote foсus сontro|s (Genio, Fox,eоt.) with 12 VDC.
The Cаmera вattery powers these outputs.

Tаl ly Signal ln:
Тhe seсond funсtion is to serve as inputs for the internal
tally system. Тhe ta|ly signa| сab|e is p|ugged in here.
For this reason there are two soсkets at the front of the
side to side module.
When one soсket is oсcupied by the remote foсus сontrol,
the seсond soсket is used for the ta||y signa| сab|e. Тa||y Sensor Cable

Video / Power Out
At this output video transmitters are plugged in. Тhis output provides 12 vDс and the сamera video
signal. ln 12V mode the Mon/Cam-Battery powers this output, in24Y mode the C-Battery.

Aux Power out/Tа|ly out
Тhis soсket also provides two funсtions:

12V AuxPower Out
Тhe first funсtion is to supp|y various acсessories
(audio transmitter, timecode generators, ...) with 12 VDс.
These outputs powered by the Camera Battery must not
be used for deviсes сonsuming high сurrents (max 1.5 Amps).

TаIly out
Seсond funсtion is to provide the red |ight (tally).
Here you сan p|ug in the upper tally red light. Upper Тa||y Light

Video ln
Тhe different video-in cab|es are p|ugged in here. There are two ditferent video.in сab|es:
blaсk сab|es for ana|og app|iсations (standard video and film сameras) and the three-сored
RGB сab|e for HD сameras.
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Quiсk Loсk Lever Safety Latсh

To open the Plate Clamp, pull down
the Safety Latсh and swing away
the Quiсk Loсk Lever tilI the PIate
Clamp re|easing the сamera p|ate.

Note:
Do not b|oсk the safety Latсh'

it have to be free to engage.

1 . 5  mm
Allen wrenсh

o serviсe Note:

lf the с|amping effeсt beсomes too Weak for the
сamera p|ate, you сan re-adjust it with a 1.5 mm
Al|en wrenсh. There is a smallс|amp adjust sсrew
inside the p|ate с|amp;the сlamp effeсt inсreases
by rotating this sсrew сarefully to the right.

Clamp Adjust Sсrew

ForAnd Aft
Knurled Knob

Side To Side
Knurled Knob

Side to side / fore and aft adiustment

There are two knurled knobs at the rear of the side to side module to balanсe the system.
CIoсkwise rotation of the knurled knob marked Fore/Aft moves the сamera mounting p|atform
forward and сounter-сloсkwise rotation moves it backwards.
Cloсkwise rotation of the knur|ed sсrew marked Left/Right moves the сamera mounting p|atform
to the right and counter-сIoсkwise rotation moves it to the !eft.
You сan move the сamera mounting platform approximately 30 mm (1'8'') in both direсtioпs.

Note:
Determination of both IeveIs is сruсial before mounting the сamera.

Тo loсk the сlamp again push the
Quiсk Loсk Lever torward the side
to side module.

L
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r^+ artemis сomponents manual Post conneсtion
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Separating the Side To Side and lower Sled Modules from the Post

Doсking Ring
Side To Side

Docking Rings:
Тhe ЕFP offers three doсking rings.
one under the side to side, one at the сenter post,
and one at the lower sled.
A|| three doсking rings serve to p|aсe the system
in the doсking stand.

The doсking ring under the side to side as well the one
at the lower s|ed serve as interfaсe between side to side,
lower sled module and post at the same time.

Тo separate the side to side module or the Iower sled
module from the post, you must use the post tool.

P|ease be сarefu|when сarrying out the seperation, as
the сonneсtion is very deliсate.
Put the post too| into the dri||ing of the doсking ring and
open it slowly. You wi|l сertainly need several rotations
to open this fine thread.
Now withdraw the module just a few сentimeters from
the post and disconneсt off the Lemo plug.

Doсking Ring
Lower Sled

Doсking Ring

Lemo 12pin Main
Conneсtor

Doсking Ring

Lemo 12pin Main
Conneсtor

Doсking Ring

7



artemis сomoonents manual Foсus Braсket

Focus Braсket Mounts
There are four M4 thread pairs at the side to side module to mount the focus bracket. They also
a||ow to mount the reсeiver at the rear of the side to side module, whiсh сan faсilitate the ba|anсing
of сameras with very heavy |enses.

Spirit Bubble
Switсhing on the Camera.Battery il|uminates the bui|t-in spirit bubb|e.

Focus Braсket

Тhe focus braсket serves as mounting
support of foсus remote reсeivers,
suсh as Genio, Vox, ARRI.

Note:
Use on|y originaI sсrews and spaсer

sleeves supp|ied by Saсhtler.
Too long sсrews damage the reсeiver
eleсtroniсs and the side to side modu|e
meсhaniсs'

Mounting the GenioA/ox Reсeiver
Before mounting the reсeiver on the foсus braсket you have to remove the 15 mm rod mount
braсket, if existing, from the reсeiver'
Now you сan adjust the receiver 3nd mount it on the focus braсket with the long ho||ow sсrews.

17 Note:
P|ease use the b|aсk pIastiс spaсer s|eeves. lf you don't Want to use these spaсer sleeves,

you will have to use shorter sсrews. Wrong screws damage the reсeiver!

Mounting the ARRI Receiver
Remove the dovetаiI mount at the ARRI reсeiver.
Mount the reсeiver on the foсus braсket through the s|ot using a 3/8'' sсrew.

I
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Overview

The artemis сamera p|ate provides ho|es and slots designed for 3/8" sсrews.
Using the off center row with ho|es and slots you can mount сameras without сentered
3/8'' threads (e.g' severa| сamera types from Aaton and ARн|).
Additiona||y' the сamera p|ate provides holes for direсt low mode mounting on the
video top of different ARRI сamerаs (zt35 & LT).

M5 slots

M5 threads

iЛounting the Camera Plate
Тhe сamera p|ate сan on|y be used when properly a|igned towards the |ens beneath the сamera.
The Saсht|er logo in the |eft сorner and the Word..|ens'' serve as point of referenсe, i. e. this side
of the p|ate must point towards the optiсs during mounting.

Note:
Use onIy original 3/8'] sсrews by Saсht|er or sсrews with equaI dimensions.

Sсrews that are too Iong can penetrate the bottom of the сamera and сause
damage (e'g. ARRI SR сamera types).

tоfJЙlr id,саs t,tъ ут'rrLтru! 10
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artemis сomponents manual Gimbal
Center Ring

Knurled
Grip

Loсk Lever

Opening the Gimbal Clamp (No-Tool Version)

To modify the position of the gimbal at the сenter post, you must open the gimbaI c|amp.
open the loсk lever of the quiсk loсk, сhoose your new position and с|ose the |oсk lever.

O *o,",
Тhe сlamp effeсt can be re-adjusted. Don't over-tighten the leve|ing sсrew;

otherwise the с|amp effect becomes too strong.

Adjustment of the Gimba! Friction
Тhe artemis gimba| has an adjustable сenter ring.
A Delrin ring guarantees perfeоt position of the gimbal on a|| 1.5.. сenter posts.
A side effeоt of this funсtion is a kind of friсtion that prevents the gimba| from rol|ing on the сenter
post during re-positioning.

Adjusting the Center Ring
Remove the side to side module using the post tool.
open the gimbal с|amp and pu||the gimbal off the post untilyou сan see the Delrin ring. Now you
сan reaсh the De|rin ring and adjust it. C|oсkwise rotation increases the friсtion, counter-с|oсkwise
rotation deсreases the friсtion.

Q шo.". Тo ensure proper сentering the De|rin ring must not be too |oose!

Center Ring Delrin Ring

Yoke Sсrew

Yoke Sсrews:
The preсise interseсtion of the axes is guaran.
teed by the yoke sсrews, pre-adjusted at the
faсtory'

O *o,",

Yoke

C|amp Leve|ing Sсrew

r4-z
Never adjust these sсrews yourself'

12
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Overview

All external diameters of the аrtemis 1.5'' (38.1 mm.) оenter post meet US standard.
You сan use aIl aссessories designed for this diameter dimension.
Тhe сenter post is extendab|e trom 42 сm (.16,53'') to a maximum ot71 сm (27,95'')
and proteсted against torsion by a guiding shaft' AlI сab|es run inside the сenter post.
Fine threads at the ends of the сenter post faсi|itate quiсk dismantling of the side to side
module and the lower sled module.
Тhus you can quiсk|y turn the gimba|to |ow mode, сhange the modules easily and use a super post'

Side To

Fine

Side Conneсtion

\ , o t t

/

Тhread

Monitor Braсket
Clamp AdapterI

Fine Тhread

Sled Conneсtion

The сenter post has a doсking ring where you оan put down the rig in the doсking braоket,
when working in low mode.
Post and inner post are сalibrated for better orientation.
on these sсales you read off the position of the gimba| and the |ength of the сenter post.

Monitor Braсket Glamp Adapter:
Тhis free|y adjustable plastiс jaсket has an externa| diameter of 1.5'' to a||ow to mount the monitor.

Y\
\

14



artemis сomponents manual center Post

Post Conneсtion

Тhe сonneсVdisсonneсt assemb|y between side to side modu|e and |ower sled is сal|ed post
оonneсtion. |t is a sсrew joint with fine thread
Guide pins аdjust the сenter post towards the modu|es'
During assembIing the shaft guide of the inner post must a|ways point baсkwards.

Doсking Ring

Fine Тhread

lnner Post

Monitor Braсket
Clamp Adapter

S|ed Conneсtion

Еxtending the Center Post

To modify the сenter post Iength open the post |ength adjust sсrew inside the doсking ring with a
4 mm (5132,')Allen wrenсh.

one counter.сloсkwise rotation is enough to open the сlamp. Extend to desired |enght and
re-tighten the sсrew

O ro*.,

O ro,"=
Do not turn out the screw too far; otherwise the torsion proteсtion сan faII off.

Do not use too muсh forсe as the сlamping provides the neоessary сohesion quiсk|y'

Post Lenght Adjust Sсrew

4 mm (5/32")
A||en wrenсh

15
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artemis сomoonents manual Monitor Bracket

Loсk Lever
Angle Adjustment

Universal
Monitor
Adapter

1.5" Post Clamp

=--- 
Loсk Lever

Loсk Lever
Lenght Adjustment

C|amp Loсk Lever Safty Sсrew

The Saсhtler monitor braсket will fit on al| systems using a 1.5'' diameter post.
|t сan be mounted at the center post or at the inner post using a monitor braсket сlamp adapter.
To mount or сhanging position of the monitor braсket open the сlamp |oсk lever and open the сlamp'

Note:
Do not over-tighten the сlamp loсk Iever, the post might be bended too muсh.

Length adiustment

Тo сhange the |ength of the telesсopic monitor braсket,
open the Ioсk |ever, set the needed |ength and make
sure that the loсk lever has been tightened again.

Angle adiustment
This braсket a|lows сhanging the ang|e of the сomp|ete
monitor mount.
Тhis feature оan be very he|pfu|to bring the monitor in
a better viewable position, e.g. low mode operation.
To сhange the braсket ang|e open the loсk lever, сhange
the angle to the needed position and make sure that the
|oсk lever is tightened again.

Flipping the braсket

For |ow mode operation the monitor braоket сan be flipped around.
First sсrew off the safety sсrews at the end of the braоket.
After |oosening the length adjustment sсrew the rods сan be pulled
off and turned around.

Make sure that the safety sсrews are re-mounted and the loсk
lever has been tightened again after this operation.

Safty Sсrew

17
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Overview Lower SIed Module

Тhe Iower sled inсludes following functions:
lnterfaсe to the сenter post, battery mounts, dual dynamiс balanсe, eleсtroniс
сirсuits and сonneсtions. mounts for aссessories.

Doсking Ring Camera / Monitor
Fuse

ъ

Camera,.с''-Battery

Reсorder Reс/Play Switсh

Battery lndiсator

Loсk Lever

Camera / Monitor
Battery

Video & Power Out

Aux Power & Tally Out

-Battery In

..C''-Battery on/off Switсh

Lemo Conneсtor

/ 'с''.вattery
Fuse

r'

Reсorder
Braсket
Mount

XCS Digital
Bubble

Dynamiс
Balanсe
Adjust Knob

Loсk Lever

..с''-Battery
Braсket

lhc*,
1 ц Я ч
9V
хl q'

12Yo|U 24Yo|t Switсh

19



Inputs, outputs and Further Funсtions

Al| inputs and outputs and a|| funсtiona| switсhes are Ioсated at the front of the s|ed.

O *o,",
A|| switсhes have Ioсk meсhanisms!!!

Before you сan switch between funоtions, you must re|ease the |ever by сarefu||y pul|ing the |ever
of the switch. Do not use unneсessary force; otherwise you сou|d break the switch.

Monitor Out
This output meets the standard set by George Paddoсk and ХCS. You сan use this output for a||
monitor types сomp|ying with this p|ug standard.Тhis output provides 12 vDс and video signa| for the
monitor. Depending on mode|, it сan also provide RGB video and SDI video signa|s.

HD / Norm Switch
This switсh is on|y avai|ab|e with HD versions.
lt is used to seIeсt ana|og or HD mode. ]n HD mode, a|| video signals are direct|y transmitted to
the monitor. Тhe funсtions Video/Pwr, Reсorder In/out and Reс/P|ay are deaсtivated.
Note: Before you can use aIlthose funсtions whi|e working with anaIog teоhnology, the seIeсtor
switсh must be set on ..Norm''.

Reс lry'out:
You сan use this output for an externa| DV or High.8 reсorder.
The monitor signa| for the reсording is provided and Iater the play-baсk signa| of the reсorder сan
be watсhed on the monitor using this input. This output supplies 12 vDс.
We recommend using the onboard battery to supp|y the reсorders.

Reс/Play Switch
With this switсh you seleоt the origin of the video sourсe. |n ..Reс'' position the сamera signal is
transmitted to the monitor, video power out and the reсorder simuItaneous|y. Тo watсh the recorded
p|ay baсk, seleсt..Play''. To return to norma| working mode, se|ect..Reс''.

Video / Power
Тhis port supports video transmitters. Тhis output provides the monitor signal and 12 VDC for
the video transmitter.

Aux Pwr lTa||у
This output has two funсtions.
You саn either use it to p|ug in the |ower ta|ly light or to
supply externa| сonsumers with .t 2 VDC up to 3 Amps.

,,C" Battery On / Off
This switсh aсtivates the C.Battery.
At the same time, it diverts power supply of monitor, video transmitter and other video сonsumers
from the Monitor.Cаmera Battery to the C.Battery.

12v l24v Switсh
Тhis switсh inоreases the сamera power supp|y from 12 VDC to 24vDc.
on|y the сamera power soсkets provide 24vDc, al| other soсkets sti|| provide 12 VDс.

20



Power Supply

There are up to three battery mounts at the lower sled module to mount the available Anton Bauer,
PAG and V-Mount batteries.
As the artemis system has separated сirсuits for сamera and monitor supply you must a|ways use
two bafteries.
The separation of the сirсuits reduсes noise in the video signal and с|arifies the total running time of
the individual batteries.
Due to this separation there are two different сonsumer groups. The first group inс|udes video signal
proсessing сomponents, such as monitor, video transmitter, frame|ine generators, video distributer,
and video assists.
Тhe seсond group enсIoses meсhaniсal сonsumers, suсh as сamera, foсus remote, onboars lights,
ta|ly сontro|.

O *o,",
For not disturbing these separated cirсuits, сonsumers invo|ved in video signal

proсessing shou|d not be supp|ied by outputs that are intended to distribute power to the сamera.

The Monitor- Camera battery andlor the C-Battery distributes power to following outputs:

Lower SIed illodule:
Monitor Out 12 VDC
Video Power Out 't2 VDC
Reсorder |n / out 12 VDс

Side Тo Side Module:s
Video Power Out 12 VDC

Тhe,,Gamera.Battery.. distributes power to fo||owing outputs:

Lower Sled Module:
Aux Power out 12 VDс / Тa||y out Aur

Side To Side Module:
Aux Power out .|2 VDс / Тa||y out
Camerа Power out 12 VDс & 24vDc
Foсus Power out 12 VDC

Foсus Power out Camera
Тa||y Sensor In Power out

Monitor Out Video & Power Out

й"=Ь'g

Reсorder |n/out

Aux Power & Tally Out

t E o
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artemis сomponents manual Lower Sled

Batteries

Besides using two or three batteries of the same type, such as ..Proforme/'and ..ТrimPaс''
Ni Cd batteries or..Hydron 50'' and,.Hydron 100" Ni MH batteries, you may also сombine a|l
types of NiCd batteries, suсh as AB ..Proforme/' and .TrimPaс'''
A сombination of NiCd batteries and NiMH batteries, suсh as ..Hydron 50" and ..Hydron 100",
is possible as well.

,A *o,".
But for safety reasons you should never сonsider a сombination with

NiCd, NiMH battery types and Lithium batteries!

Fuses (Breaker)

Еaсh battery has its own fuse.
Тhe e|eсtriс сircuit is с|osed by
pressing the fuse and opened
by pulling the fuse.

Note:
Do not use to muсh forсe

for this operation!

Camera Monitor ..с''-вattery
Battery Battery

Battery lndicator

Тhe battery indiсator informs you about the remaining
power in eaсh battery.

When the last red LЕD |ight starts b|inking, the
voltage has fallen to 'l'1.9 VDC and the battery must
be оhanged immediately'

Depending on the sIed modeIthere is аn indiсator
where you сan read off whether
HD mode and 24 Volt mode are activated.

8х:E
g?90'g'
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artemis Gomponents manual Lower Sled

Camera / Monitor
Battery

\

\

/a'
//'

Battery Gombinations

As pointed out above, always two batteries
must be mounted.
There are following combinations:

. Mon-Cam Battery plus Camera-Battery

. Camera-Battery plus C-Battery

. Mon-Cam Battery plus Camera-Battery
plus C-Battery

Camera Battery

"C"-Battery

Combination for
12 Volt Mode Using a CRT Green hlonitor

|n this сase two batteries are used on the pivoting
battery mount.
In mon/cam position, the upper battery supplies
on|y the video сirсuit, suсh as monitor, video
transmitter, etс., with 12 VDс.

In cаmera position, the battery at the bottom supp|ies
on|y the сamera сirсuit, i' e' сamera, foсus remote
and "aux powe/'outputs, with 12 VDC.

..с''-вattery on/off Switсh

Switches:

Тhe seleоtor switсhes for
C-Battery must be set on "OFF
and the vo|tage seleсtor at the front
of the sled must be set on "12 Volt".

sg @̂
пhv.

BOr

@

12Yo|tl24Yo|| Switсh
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Combinationlor 12 Volt Mode Using a Flatpanel
Monitor

|n this сase one battery is used with the pivoting
battery mount, the other with the C-battery braсket.

ln camera position, the battery at the bottom supplies
on|y the сamera сirсuit, suсh as сamera, foсus remote
and "aux powed'outputs, with 12 VDC.

In C-battery mount, the front battery supplies only the
video сirсuit, suсh as monitor, video transmitter, and
others, with 12 VDC.

-Battery In

..с''-Battery on/off Switсh

Switсhes:

Тo aсtivate this сombination, you must p|ug in
the C.battery switсh on the fuse of the
с.battery and set the C-battery switсh on..oN''.
Additiona||y' the vo|tage seIeсtor switсh must
be set on "12 volt".

gegg
99ф9

12Yo|tl24Yo|t Switсh

Combination with Three Batteries in 12 Volt Mode

When you use heavy сameras' a f|at paneI monitor or
you want to operate an
extreme|y short rig, We reсommend working with aII
three batteries.
With this combination all battery mounts are equipped
with batteries.

"C"-Battery
on/otf Switсh
I'C"-Battery ln

l2Yoltl

.,с"-Battery

Switches:
Set the vo|tage se|eсtor switсh on "12 Volt'',

24Yo||Switсh 8к,Y#р"'s;:?j}к*н"Т:Jlъ.".'attery

,"-Х

As in the standard сombination with 12 VDC the two batteries at the rear supp|y the сamera and
monitor cirсuits independently now.
Тhe C-battery at the front is not invo|ved in power supp|y and serves on|y as bа|last.
When the monitor battery beсomes exhausted after some time of operating, it is not required to
сhange the battery. |nstead, you оan simply divert the monitor power supp|y to the front battery by
setting the C-battery on "ON".
This additionaIfeature сan prevent an unexpeсted monitor breakdown and is espeсia||y he|pful
during studio produсtions or sport live broadсasts.

9D ф P9
99
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Combinationtor 24 Volt Camera

This сombination requires two different voltages,
24vdclor the camera and 12 VDC for the remaining
funсtions.
Both batteries of the pivoting battery mount are
сonnected and supp|y |he 24 VDC сamera power.
Combination of both batteries provides not only
24vDс power for the сamera but aIso 12 VDC for
foсus remote and the aux power outputs.
To use these voltages the fuses of the Camera
Battery and the Monitor-Camera Battery must be
pressed.
Additionally' the 12Y|24Y se|eсtion switсh at the front
of the sled must be set on "24V". Now the front bat-
tery in the C.Battery mount provides 12 VDс for the
video сircuit, suсh as monito1 video transmitter etс.

..с''-Battery
on/off Switсh

"C"-Battery In

To aсtivate this сombination, p|ug in the
C-battery, push the C-battery fuse and set
the ..C-battery oN/oFF' seleсtor switch
on ..oN''' Then seleсt "24Yo|t" using the
voltage se|eсtor switсh.

12Yo|U 24Yo|| Switсh

Q *o,",

In 24 Volt mode both batteries at the rear, Camera Battery and Monitor-Camera Battery,
are сonneсted'
You shou|d on|y use batteries with the same сharge.
Batteries with ditferent сharges would start to сharge each other and thus аffeсt the total running
time of the batteries.
When shooting with АRRl 4з5 or ARRI LT сameras in highspeed and using Ni MH batteries we
reсommend a сombination with one Ni Cd battery.
Тhe ..Ni MH'' battery may not proсess the high starting сurrents of the ARRI сameras mentioned
above.
Lithium batteries might be unab|q to speed up this kind of сameras'
Never use сombinations of Lithium batteries with other battery types like Ni Cd or NiМh

@eP
9ф
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artemis сomponents manual Lower Sled

Dynamiс Balance overview

lodificatlon of the Setting Angle of the
Pivoting Battery Mount

opening, i.e. turning the litt|e Ioсk |ever to the left,
loosens the rosette of the mounting support, atter a
сoup|e of сounter-с|oсkwise rotations it wiI| be сom.
pletely open.
By turning the |oсk |ever to the right, the mounting
support сan be b|oсked again.

Loсk Lever

Dynаmiс Balаnce

Тo modify the dynamiс balanсe of the rear battery mount turn the dynamiс balanсe adjust knob until
you reaсh the desired position. Тhis adjustment is se|f.seсuring and needs no further с|amping.

<-----+

Dynamiс Balanсe
Adjust Knob

Dual Dynamic Balance

The dua| dynamiс ba|anсe is сreated by independent adjustment of the pivoting battery mount
and the C-battery.
Тhe role of the C-battery is сruсial. As long as it is mounted сentra|ly under the сenter post, it serves
only as extra ballast.
But as soon as it. is moved, or turned and moved, the C.battery inf|uenсes the overa|I ba|anсe
of the system.
Тhe pivoted battery mount at the rear aIso inf|uenсes the system ba|anсe depending on its ang|e
of inс|ination.

C-Battery Bracket

The C.battery bracket сan be freЬly plaсed on the rods
at the bottom.
Тo open the с|amp, turn the |itt|e |ever to the |eft with
one full rotation. Determine the new position and turn
the Iever to the right to re.tighten the сIamp.

o саutlon:
The с|amp effeсt is very strong. P|ease do not

over-tighten;otherwise the internal rods сou|d be blo-
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artemis сomoonents manual Doсkinq Braсket

Overview

The doсking braсket a||ows to mount the rig on a stand, to adjust the rig' and to park the arm'

Use on|y appropriate steel stands, suсh as a ..C-Stand'', and proteсt the stand against tipping
using a sandbag.

/ Arm
у /

2

Pin Loсatin
Sсrew

Doсking (Delrin)

Clamp
Adjust
Sоrew

Stand Join Stand Loсk Sсrew

Stand Assemby
Тhe stand joint is designed for stands with o 16 mm pins.
Put the doсking braсket on the stand pin and tighten the Iatera| stand |oсk sсrew aссurate|y

Тaking the Rig ln and out
The artemis doсking braсket has a loсking meсhanism wiсh prevents the rig from falling out
of the braоket without requiring a quiсk pin support.

Insert the rig from above into the doсking bracket in suсh a Waи that the doсking ring |ies in the
doсking bar.
Now push the rig into the doсking braсket from the front of the doсking bar, untiI you сan fee| that it
has с|ear|y engaged.

To take the rig off the doсking braсket again, pull the rig to the front and take it out of the doсking
braсket by lifting it up.

Storage of the Arm
Put the arm post on the arm pin to hang the arm from the doсking bracket.
Тhis ba|anсe pin / arm pin сan be turned in the direсtion you prefer by |oosing the pin
location sсrew.

Service Note:
To re-adjust the с|amping strength of the docking bar use the |atera| c|amp adjust sсrews.
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artemis сomponents manual Arm

Overview

{temis arms are fu|ly сompatible with systems of other manufaсturers using US standard.
Both the titanium vest сonneсtion (mating b|oсk) and the 5/8'' arm post (15.8 mm) meet this
standard.
Тhe artemis arm сonsists of two сonneсted segments, each forming a para|le|ogram thаt
сontains a set of springs.
The different сombination of those spring sets determine the pay|oаd classes of the arms.

Тhis arm сontains 44 ba|| and pin bearings ensuring abso|utely |ow-friсtion flexibi|ity of a|| individua|
segments. Avoid extreme сonditions to prevent the bearings from beсoming diф. lf the bearings got
extreme|y diф, p|ease take the arm in for сertified Saсhtler serviсe.

Note:
For safety reasons it is prohibited to open the arm!

Spring

ь

Bone

As strong forсes emerge inside the arm, never reaсh into the arm during opera.
tlon.

Spring
Тension Screw

Spring

Bone

Mating Bloсk

Mating Block
Braсket

Shoulder Spring
Tension Sсrew

Тension

Shoulders

5/8" Arm Post

Shoulder

Spring Tension Sсa|e

,A prng"r.
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artemis сomponents manual Arm

Turning over the Mating Block Braсket

The arms are set up for right hand operators ex faсtory.
To make the arm operationa| for |eft hand operators the mating bloсk braсket must be turned over.
For this modifiсation you need a 4 mm (5132") Allen wrenсh.
open the mating b|oсk braсket sсrew that сonneсts the mating b|oсk braсket with the arm.
Remove the sсrew and turn the mating bloсk braсket over.
Then put the sсrew сareful|y in and tighten aссurately.

P 4 mm I (5/32")
Allen Wrenсh

Mating Bloсk

Changing the Arm Tilt Angle

By manipu|ating the tilt adjustment sоrews with a 6 mm AIlen wrenсh the ti|t angle of the аrm сan
be adjusted to the operator's body. Тhrough оounter-сIoсkwise rotation of the ti|t adjustment sсrew
the ba||joint runs farther out of the mating bloсk, through сlockwise rotation of the tiIt adjustment
sсrew it runs deeper into the mating bloсk. The tilt angle results from the different positions of the
two balljoints.

O *o,"=
Change on|y the position of one ball joint, i.e. withdraw it from the mating bloсk.

The second ba||joint should |ie against the mating bloсk.

6mm
Al|en Wrenсh
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Spring Тension

Changing the Spring Tension

The spring tension of both segments is performed
with the arm tension sоrews using a 4 mm (5132,.)
Al|en wrenсh.
Cloсkwise rotation inсreases the spring tension,
and сounter-c|oсkwise rotation decreases it.
For better orientation, there are sсa|es at a|| four sides
of the arm where you сan read off the initia| tension in
the springs.
Еaсh set of springs shou|d have the same initia|
tension in itself.
Be sure that both the upper and the |ower scаIes
show the same tension value.

tt Note:
When the arm is not in use all springs must be

relaxed.

i t

Spring Тension
Sсrew

6" Arm Post

Arm Post
Clamp

Clamp
Sсrew

Friсtion
Screw

Clamp
Sсrew

Arm Post
Clamp

/

J\ 4mmt(5/з2")

\ 
A||en Wrenсh

Changing the Arm Post Friction

You сan сhange the friсtion of the arm post from
completely fixed to completely free.
To сhange the friсtion you need a 4 mm
(5132") Allen wrenсh.
Тhrough сIoсkwise or counterwise rotation of the
friction sсrew the friсtion саn be changed in any
desired way.

Dismantling the Arm Post

To dismantle the arm post or to change its
position you need a 4 mm (5132") A|len wrenсh.
After opening the с|amp sоrew of both arm post
сIamps and Ioosening the friсtion sсrew, you
сan remove or re.position the arm post.

Q ro,"=
Make sure that the с|amp sсrews are re-tighte.

ned.
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artemis оomponents manual Vest

Overview:

Тhe artemis vest offers a |arge number of adjustments to enable a сustom fit for every operator.
The design of the vest allows slipping into the vest from both sides. You do not have to сhange
your habits.
Using Velсro-baоked straps at the vest, an easy length adjustment of every single strap is possible.
Via the pivoting buckle mounts at the breast p|ate you сan adjust the artemis vest perfeсt|y to
your body.
Тhe сhest dovetail is сontinuously adjustabIe'
By p|aсing the buсk|e of the waist belt at the baсk of the vest, the bridge makes ful| |eпgth use of
the сhest dovetai|.

Shoulder Strap Shoulder Buсkle
Shoulder Strap

Plate
Shoulder Pads

Chest Buсk|e

lnner
Chest Dovetail

Dovetail
C|amp Sсrew

Chest Dovetail

Bridge

Chest Strap

Chest Belt

Wing Nuts

Waist Belt

Waist Pad

Shoulder Strap

Chest Strap

Bridge
C|amp Sоrews

Soсket Bloсk

Waist Band

Safety Bloсk

Strap

|nterсom Bag

Chest Strap

Vest Connectors

Waist Buсk|eWaist Belt
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artemis сomoonents manual Vest

Before first use, some basiс adjustments have to be done.
Minor сorreсtions wi|| probab|y be made during the fiirst few days
of use ti|| a сomfort |eveI is aсhieved'

. open the сhest and shouIder buсkIes first (e.g. left side)

. SIip your right arm through the сlosed side of the vest.

. PulI the open strap over your shou|der, and engage the buсk|e.

. PulI the open strap around yourсhest, and engage the buсk|e.

. Adjust the length of the shoulder straps.
The vest should be p|aсed right under your сhest.
The shouIder strap might be too short if the сhest strap is not
straight around your сhest.

. Тo adjust the shoulder straps length, pul| the Velсro-backed
shoulder straps off the vest and bring it in a new position.

After setting the shoulder straps, adjust the tension of the
сhest be|ts.

. To оhange the сhest be|ts |ength pu||the Ve|сro-baсked
сhest straps off the vest and bring it in a new position

. lnсrease the tension of the chest straps by pul|ing the be|ts.

. CIose the waist belt buсkle. The waist band shou|d be right
in middle of your waist.

. |nсrease the tension of the waist be|t by pu||ing the belt.

To get a good position for the waist be|t the сhest dovetaiI |ength has to be adjusted'

. Turn the dovetail с|amp sсrew using
a 4 mm (5|32') AIIen wrenсh сounter.
сloсkwise to Ioosen the с|amp of the
dovetails.

. Slide the dovetails up or down till you
reaсh the right length.

. TTghten this sсrew again using a 4 mm
(5132")-AIlen wrench.

Shoulder
Buсk|e

Chest
Buсkle

Waist
Buckle

Dovetail
Clamp
Sсrew

I

. Тighten a|| be|ts of the vest. Тhe vest should be snug enough to a|Iow a|most no movement within.

If you fee| any disсomfort |oosen the vest s|ightly.

There are different ways of wearing the vest.

Тake your time and try ditferent adjustments of the vest.
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Bridge Adjustments:

Rotating the bridge:
Тhe soсket bIoсk is direсted to the right side of
the vest ex faсtory.
To operate on the other side the bridge has to
be turned.

. Re|ease the сlamp sсrews at the bridge using
a 4 mm (5132") A|len wrenсh.

. Slide the bridge to the lower end of the vest.

. Push the safety b|oсk into the сhest dovetai|
and slip the bridge off the vest.

. Тurn the bridge and slip it bасk on the dovetai|.

. Find the desired position and re-tighten both
sсrews'

Wing Nuts

@Г

o(_

Safety Bloсk

Socket Bloсk Adiustments:

With the two wing nuts at the soсket b|oсk the
arm will be fixed at the vest.
The аngle of the arm to the operator's body
сan aIso be adjusted with these two sсrews.

. |nsert the arm into the soсket b|oсk.

. Тurn the upper sсrew ti|| the arm post reaсhes
a straight position in front of you.

. Now tighten the |ower sсrew.

tll Note:
After |oading the who|e rig сheсk whether

both
sсrews are tightened!

Bridge

Bridge
Clamp
Sсrews

Soсket B|oсk

Cleaning the Vest:

You сan easily remove a|l soft pads from the vest.
Hand wash the pads only with warm water, mild detergent.

O *o,",
Do not use a mashine dryer!

Use a brush, warm Water, and miId detergent to с|ean the other parts of the vest.

O *o,",
Keep the сhest dovetaiI free of oil or grease!
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аrtemis сomoonents manuaI Pluqs CineHD / Cine

I?V / 24V Cam Power Plug

zcv I

Auх Power out / Ta||y out Plug

Foсus Powеr / Тa||y |n P|ug

r zv  *

C.Battеry P|ug

O

r zv*
LЕD +

. V i deo+( In lP |aybaсk )

Vidеo Ground

Ground -

Video BIue *

Green Ground -

Ground -

Video Ground

Video Signal '{-

12Y+

Video +

Video RЕD*

RЕD Ground.

Video GRЕЕN

12V

Video RE

LЕD -

Vidеo Power P|ug Reсoder |n,/out P|ug

Analog Video In Plug RGB HD Video In Plug

Anа|og Video Мonitor P|ug RGB HD Vidеo Мonitor P|ug
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artemis оomponents manua| SafeW lnstruсtions

Artemis
Cine I c.ne HD I ЕFP Pro l ЕFP

Safety lnstructions

We want you to receive Saсhtler produсts that are always state of the art.

Therelore We reserve the гight to make changes based on teсhniсal advanсes.
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